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Seago Sonic Toothbrush SG-987
Want  to  take  even  better  care  of  your  oral  hygiene?  The  Seago  SG-987  sonic  toothbrush  will  help  you!  Thanks  to  high  frequency
vibrations  and  specially  designed  tip  the  device  cleans  your  teeth  thoroughly  and  removes  food  debris  effectively.  Choose  from  3
available modes and enjoy long battery life. The toothbrush is also IPX7 waterproof and user friendly. You'll also find an inductive base
included for convenient charging.
 
Powerful performance
With  the  SG-987  sonic  toothbrush  you  can  brush  your  teeth  much  more  thoroughly  than  with  a  regular  toothbrush.  The  device  is
equipped with a high-performance motor that can generate vibrations at a frequency of up to 31,000 strokes per minute. This means it
can  thoroughly  clean  even  those  hard-to-reach  areas  of  your  mouth.  It  effectively  eliminates  dirt  and  food  debris.  What's  more,  the
high-quality bristle tip cleans teeth reliably without damaging the enamel.
 
3 cleaning modes
The toothbrush has been designed to meet a variety of  user  needs.  It  allows you to choose from 3 modes to suit  different  situations.
White gives you a thorough cleaning and helps whiten your teeth. Clean is a great choice for everyday use to get rid of dirt  and food
debris. Massage provides a gentle gum massage. Choose the best setting for you and enjoy a beautiful smile!
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Additional features
Thanks to its carefully thought-out design the toothbrush provides unrivalled comfort. The ergonomic, non-slip grip feels fantastic in your
hand and won't slip off - even if your hands are wet. The device is also IPX7 waterproof, so you can use it in the bath or shower without
worry. What is more, the durable battery ensures long operation time of the SG-987, and its trouble-free, inductive charging is possible
thanks to the included charging base.
 
In the box
Sonic toothbrush
3x brush head
Charger base
USB cable
Brand
Seago
Model
SG-987
Color
Pink
Vibration frequency
Up to 31 000 strokes per minute
Waterproof
IPX7
Modes of operation
White, Clean, Massage

Preço:

Antes: € 23.9973

Agora: € 23.51

Saúde e beleza, Sonic toothbrush
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